
Odyssey
We have extended the Odyssey range by adding 10 new 
patterns plus a new border and corner tile in
a 300 x 300 x 9mm (117/8 x 117/8 x 3/8 “) floor tile format. The 
new designs are on a Dorset Woolliscroft Flat tile base and 
are therefore not intended to match the existing Odyssey 
collection (on a VFT base). They are offered at a lower price 
point, making them an attractive option for larger areas and 
some commercial applications.

• The new 300mm tiles will be collectively know
  as Odyssey Grande

• The original Odyssey 151mm (6”) tiles will now be referred
  to as Odyssey Primo (these are still made to order)

• Primo and Grande will be sold together from an
  updated Odyssey brochure (ODYSBROCH2)

• We  do not recommend mixing Primo and Grande
  in the same installation

Product update information January 2013



Vogue

Quatrefoil
8700 Quatrefoil Black

Black / Light Blue

8706 Vogue Rose
Rose / Light Grey

8707 Vogue Regency
Regency Bath

8705 Vogue Blue
Dark Blue / White

Dark Red / Pale Green
8701 Quatrefoil Dark Red

Charcoal Grey / Regency Bath
8702 Quatrefoil Charcoal Grey

Harlequin
Black 4 per tile

8717 Harlequin Black Small
Black 3 per tile

8716 Harlequin Black Large
Light Grey / Dark Grey 4 per tile

8718 Harlequin Grey Small

Arcadia
Light Grey / Dark Grey

8703 Arcadia Grey
Dark Blue / Light Blue

8704 Arcadia Blue

Bolero
Light Grey / Dark Grey /
Summer  Yellow

8712 Bolero Grey
Light Blue / Dark Blue / 
Denim

8711 Bolero Blue

Epoque
Dark Blue / Light Grey

8714 Epoque Blue
Old London / Light Grey

8713 Epoque Old London
Rose / Regency Bath

8715 Epoque Rose



Allegro

Dolce

Breton

Voltaire

Citadel borders
and corners

8728 Corner Black

8729 Corner Grey

8730 Corner Regency

8725 Border Black

8726 Border Grey

8727 Border Regency

8724 Dolce Black
Black

8721 Breton Regency
Light Grey / Dark Grey /
Regency Bath

8719 Voltaire Grey
Light Grey / Dark Grey

8708 Allegro Black
Black

8723 Dolce Regency
Regency Bath

8720 Breton Denim
Light Grey / Dark Grey /
Denim

8709 Allegro Regency
Regency Bath

8722 Dolce Green 
Pale Green

8710 Allegro Blue
Light Blue







Display stand DS4018

The new collection is offered on a floor standing 
browser loaded with 10 display boards.
Each board is tiled with a 4 tile repeat in a
single colourway.

Each board features a full colour graphic with 
product information and a setting photograph.

Samples of Citadel Borders are not displayed 
on the stand due to space limitations, but full 
product details and images are displayed on
the backing panel.

Odyssey

8705 Vogue Blue (as pictured right)8706 Vogue Rose 8707 Vogue Regency

A design evolved from Medieval and Victorian patterns, now in 21st 
century colour options. Vogue has impact whether it’s used for a 
small hallway or a grand dining area.

vogue
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Odyssey

Quatrefoil’s design was inspired by a Medieval tile fl oor once seen in a rural 
French church. It’s available in the traditional combination of black and blue 
and also more contemporary mixes to blend into today’s colour schemes.

quatrefoil
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

8700 Quatrefoil Black 8701 Quatrefoil Dark Red 8702 Quatrefoil Charcoal Grey (as pictured right)

Odyssey

A pretty and simple single colour tile to give a fresh, clean look,
Allegro is perfect for fl oors in halls and conservatories, and also kitchens 
and bathrooms.

allegro
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

8709 Allegro Regency 8710 Allegro Blue 8708 Allegro Black (as pictured right)

Odyssey epoque
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.

8714 Epoque Blue 8713 Epoque Old London 8715 Epoque Rose (as pictured right)

Odyssey harlequin
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

This chequerboard fl oor pattern has been in use for centuries.
As with most classic designs, it has lasting appeal and will add style to 
modern and traditional interiors. Available in Black in large squares, with 
the smaller squares option available in Black and Light Grey/Dark Grey.

8717 Harlequin Black Small 8716 Harlequin Black Large 8718 Harlequin Grey Small (as pictured right)

Odyssey arcadia
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Popular in the art deco era, this optical illusion pattern is equally at 
home in period or modern settings. Available in soft greys and cool 
blues, Arcadia looks stunning in both colour options. 

8703 Arcadia Grey 8704 Arcadia Blue (as pictured right)

Odyssey voltaire
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

The subtle optical illusion created by Voltaire’s two tone pattern is 
particularly well suited to modern industrial-style interiors.
Use it to add texture to a monochrome décor or as a neutral 
counterpoint to bolder colour schemes.

8719 Voltaire Grey

Odyssey breton
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Treat your rooms to a feeling of space and a contemporary edge with 
these Celtic-inspired entwining circles in soft colours.

8721 Breton Regency 8720 Breton Denim (as pictured right)

Odyssey dolce
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Based on the traditional octagon dot pattern, Dolce has a timeless feel 
which lends itself to elegant dining or living rooms.
It can also give a sense of space in a conservatory.

8724 Dolce Black 8723 Dolce Regency 8722 Dolce Green (as pictured right)

Odyssey bolero
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Inspired by tiles and ceramics made centuries ago in Anatolia (modern day Turkey), 
Bolero’s interlacing pattern builds into a beautiful, intricate design for your fl oor, 
whichever colour option you choose. As with all of the Odyssey designs, a panel of 
Bolero looks splendid laid out in a rug effect, framed within a plain colour.

8712 Bolero Grey 8711 Bolero Blue (as pictured right)
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8705 Vogue Blue (as pictured right)8706 Vogue Rose 8707 Vogue Regency

A design evolved from Medieval and Victorian patterns, now in 21st 
century colour options. Vogue has impact whether it’s used for a 
small hallway or a grand dining area.

vogue
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 
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Quatrefoil’s design was inspired by a Medieval tile fl oor once seen in a rural 
French church. It’s available in the traditional combination of black and blue 
and also more contemporary mixes to blend into today’s colour schemes.
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A pretty and simple single colour tile to give a fresh, clean look,
Allegro is perfect for fl oors in halls and conservatories, and also kitchens 
and bathrooms.
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An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.

8714 Epoque Blue 8713 Epoque Old London 8715 Epoque Rose (as pictured right)

Odyssey harlequin
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

This chequerboard fl oor pattern has been in use for centuries.
As with most classic designs, it has lasting appeal and will add style to 
modern and traditional interiors. Available in Black in large squares, with 
the smaller squares option available in Black and Light Grey/Dark Grey.

8717 Harlequin Black Small 8716 Harlequin Black Large 8718 Harlequin Grey Small (as pictured right)

Odyssey arcadia
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Popular in the art deco era, this optical illusion pattern is equally at 
home in period or modern settings. Available in soft greys and cool 
blues, Arcadia looks stunning in both colour options. 

8703 Arcadia Grey 8704 Arcadia Blue (as pictured right)

Odyssey voltaire
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

The subtle optical illusion created by Voltaire’s two tone pattern is 
particularly well suited to modern industrial-style interiors.
Use it to add texture to a monochrome décor or as a neutral 
counterpoint to bolder colour schemes.

8719 Voltaire Grey

Odyssey breton
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Treat your rooms to a feeling of space and a contemporary edge with 
these Celtic-inspired entwining circles in soft colours.
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Odyssey dolce
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Based on the traditional octagon dot pattern, Dolce has a timeless feel 
which lends itself to elegant dining or living rooms.
It can also give a sense of space in a conservatory.

8724 Dolce Black 8723 Dolce Regency 8722 Dolce Green (as pictured right)
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whichever colour option you choose. As with all of the Odyssey designs, a panel of 
Bolero looks splendid laid out in a rug effect, framed within a plain colour.
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A pretty and simple single colour tile to give a fresh, clean look,
Allegro is perfect for fl oors in halls and conservatories, and also kitchens 
and bathrooms.
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300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.

8714 Epoque Blue 8713 Epoque Old London 8715 Epoque Rose (as pictured right)

Odyssey harlequin
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

This chequerboard fl oor pattern has been in use for centuries.
As with most classic designs, it has lasting appeal and will add style to 
modern and traditional interiors. Available in Black in large squares, with 
the smaller squares option available in Black and Light Grey/Dark Grey.

8717 Harlequin Black Small 8716 Harlequin Black Large 8718 Harlequin Grey Small (as pictured right)

Odyssey arcadia
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Popular in the art deco era, this optical illusion pattern is equally at 
home in period or modern settings. Available in soft greys and cool 
blues, Arcadia looks stunning in both colour options. 

8703 Arcadia Grey 8704 Arcadia Blue (as pictured right)

Odyssey voltaire
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

The subtle optical illusion created by Voltaire’s two tone pattern is 
particularly well suited to modern industrial-style interiors.
Use it to add texture to a monochrome décor or as a neutral 
counterpoint to bolder colour schemes.

8719 Voltaire Grey

Odyssey breton
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Treat your rooms to a feeling of space and a contemporary edge with 
these Celtic-inspired entwining circles in soft colours.

8721 Breton Regency 8720 Breton Denim (as pictured right)

Odyssey dolce
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Based on the traditional octagon dot pattern, Dolce has a timeless feel 
which lends itself to elegant dining or living rooms.
It can also give a sense of space in a conservatory.

8724 Dolce Black 8723 Dolce Regency 8722 Dolce Green (as pictured right)

Odyssey bolero
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Inspired by tiles and ceramics made centuries ago in Anatolia (modern day Turkey), 
Bolero’s interlacing pattern builds into a beautiful, intricate design for your fl oor, 
whichever colour option you choose. As with all of the Odyssey designs, a panel of 
Bolero looks splendid laid out in a rug effect, framed within a plain colour.

8712 Bolero Grey 8711 Bolero Blue (as pictured right)

Approximate dimensions:
Stand:  1500mm(h) x 630mm(w) x 660mm(d)
              59”(h) x 25”(w) x 26”(d) 
Boards: 1000mm(h) x 610mm(w)
               391/2” x 24”



Odyssey Tapestry Collection

Odyssey

8705 Vogue Blue (as pictured right)8706 Vogue Rose 8707 Vogue Regency

A design evolved from Medieval and Victorian patterns, now in 21st 
century colour options. Vogue has impact whether it’s used for a 
small hallway or a grand dining area.
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A pretty and simple single colour tile to give a fresh, clean look,
Allegro is perfect for fl oors in halls and conservatories, and also kitchens 
and bathrooms.
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8709 Allegro Regency 8710 Allegro Blue 8708 Allegro Black (as pictured right)
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An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.
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Odyssey harlequin
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

This chequerboard fl oor pattern has been in use for centuries.
As with most classic designs, it has lasting appeal and will add style to 
modern and traditional interiors. Available in Black in large squares, with 
the smaller squares option available in Black and Light Grey/Dark Grey.
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300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Popular in the art deco era, this optical illusion pattern is equally at 
home in period or modern settings. Available in soft greys and cool 
blues, Arcadia looks stunning in both colour options. 

8703 Arcadia Grey 8704 Arcadia Blue (as pictured right)

Odyssey voltaire
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

The subtle optical illusion created by Voltaire’s two tone pattern is 
particularly well suited to modern industrial-style interiors.
Use it to add texture to a monochrome décor or as a neutral 
counterpoint to bolder colour schemes.

8719 Voltaire Grey

Odyssey breton
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Treat your rooms to a feeling of space and a contemporary edge with 
these Celtic-inspired entwining circles in soft colours.

8721 Breton Regency 8720 Breton Denim (as pictured right)

Odyssey dolce
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Based on the traditional octagon dot pattern, Dolce has a timeless feel 
which lends itself to elegant dining or living rooms.
It can also give a sense of space in a conservatory.

8724 Dolce Black 8723 Dolce Regency 8722 Dolce Green (as pictured right)

Odyssey bolero
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Inspired by tiles and ceramics made centuries ago in Anatolia (modern day Turkey), 
Bolero’s interlacing pattern builds into a beautiful, intricate design for your fl oor, 
whichever colour option you choose. As with all of the Odyssey designs, a panel of 
Bolero looks splendid laid out in a rug effect, framed within a plain colour.

8712 Bolero Grey 8711 Bolero Blue (as pictured right)

The new Odyssey Tapestry Collection comprises 12 individual pattern designs screen printed in soft blues on
a Brilliant White tile base. The designs can be used individualy in a repeat pattern or mixed randomly to
create a patchwork effect. A mixed pack of all 12 designs (ie one of each pattern) is also available 8512A

Chambray Blue
8511A

Toulon Blue
8504A

Filigree Blue
8503A

St Malo Blue
8506A

Floral Trellis Blue
8501A

Josette Blue
8509A

Vannerie Blue
8508A

Chantilly Blue
8502A

Liberté Blue
8505A

Orléans Blue
8510A

Marquee Blue
8500A

Riviera Blue
8507A

• 152 x 152 x 7mm (6 x 6 x 1/4”)
• Tapestry Collection will be included in the updated Odyssey range brochure



Floral Trellis Blue Vannerie Blue Riviera Blue

Chambray Blue Filigree Blue St Malo Blue

Toulon Blue Josette Blue

All designs are 152 x 152 x 7mm (6 x 6 x 1/4”) on Brilliant White glaze

Use individual tiles in a repeat pattern, mix and match your favourites
or buy as a mixed pack of 12 tiles (one of each design as shown)
order code: 8512A

Chantilly Blue

Liberté Blue Marquee BlueOrléans Blue
8505A

8511A

8504A

8501A

8510A

8503A

8509A

8508A

8500A

8506A

8502A

8507A

Tiles inspired by journeys of discovery...

Tapestry Collection Display panel
DB4220V

DBUSA4231V / DBUSA4232V
(USA customers only)

A pre-drilled wall mountable board
1000 x 480mm (39 3/8” x 18 15/16”) with full colour 
graphics and product information.

The full range of 12 samples is displayed.

A pair of 12 x 18” foamboard mounted with 6 tiles each.

Original Style Ltd. Falcon Road, Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter, Devon EX27LB, England.

www.originalstyle.com

Odyssey Tapestry Collection


